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BE MORE CREATIVE:
THINK INSIDE THE BOX

If you ask someone to define creativity, you’re almost sure to hear that it’s about
“thinking outside the box.”
Our purpose here is to explain how creativity is actually about thinking inside a box.
A box of your own making, a box in which you set the dimensions, but a box nonetheless.
Conceiving of creativity in this way can be of great help to anyone who makes a living
convincing people that they should take a particular action in order to grow their business,
not only in providing coherence and focus to reporting, but also in developing new
processes, procedures and models.
What follows is informed by our experience over the last several years, a time during which
we’ve invested heavily in creative thinking, in particular when it comes to market research
storytelling. Integral to the success of this effort is our Chief Meaning Officer, David Intrator,
an award-winning advertising creative and brand strategist who also teaches “From Data
To Meaning,” our online storytelling course for market researchers.
Before we get into it, it’s best to first clarify an issue that may cause some confusion, namely,
the terms “creativity,” “design thinking” and “innovation.”
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FIRST THINGS FIRST: CREATIVITY VS.
DESIGN THINKING VS. INNOVATION
In certain circles, distinctions are made between these three words.
In our view, they are distinctions without a substantive difference.
“Design Thinking” has become popularized recently, largely on
account of the prevalence of design as a differentiator throughout the
new economy along with the term’s abundant use in Silicon Valley. For
some, “innovation” is the right descriptor with its sober, businesslike
tone, appropriate for the development of products, machinery and
systems. And “creativity” is sometimes understood to be more
associated with artistic—and less commercially relevant—pursuits.
Nonetheless, as we see it, these terms are pretty much interchangeable.
Their goals are fundamentally the same, and they engage in the same
iterative processes. So, we’ll be using “creative,” “creativity” and “creative
thinking” as we move ahead, with the understanding that design thinking
and innovation are folded within this broader concept.
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THE APPEAL OF
“THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX”
As a way in to exploring what we mean by thinking inside a box, it’s helpful to investigate why
“thinking outside the box” has become such a staple of conventional wisdom.
The phrase is just one way of communicating the idea that creative activity is, above all, a
process of breaking out, of moving beyond restrictions, of blasting through limits.
To a certain degree this is true. The most significant creative innovations—be they artistic,
philosophical, mathematical, scientific, political or commercial—do, in fact, disrupt the status
quo, breaking with the past and influencing everything afterwards.
They break the rules. But the crucial thing to note is that they replace those rules with
new ones.
The problem with “thinking outside the box,” therefore, is that it ignores this critical aim of
creative work, namely, to build a box, a system of rules and constraints that enable creative
solutions to be intelligible, useful and, above all, meaningful.

Instead, it emphasizes only one side of the creative process. Some call it divergent thinking,
the act of operating in a non-linear, spontaneous mode of unbridled imagination.
Without doubt, this has a strong psychological appeal. It suggests a sense of the infinite, of
boundless possibility, of absolute freedom.
It is associated with childlike innocence and innate genius, positing “the box,” or even
rationality itself, as a corrupting and repressive force that inhibits solutions that are just waiting
to be discovered, if we simply “let them out.”
But as we’ll see, this aspect of creative thinking, what we call “making a mess,” is just one
half of a pair of complementary creative activities, both of which are key to authentic creativity.
The other, which we call “cleaning up your mess,” has to do with filtering and organizing the
vast universe of possibilities into a coherent framework.
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WHAT DO WE MEAN BY A “BOX”?
That coherent framework, or structure, is what we mean by a “box.”
Let’s offer up a few examples to illustrate the point.
Pablo Picasso went through a number of stylistic phases throughout his long and storied
career, one of which was his “Blue Period.” Take a look at the examples below.

What you notice at first is that all of the works share a certain set of artistic choices.
The paintings are primarily blue and green. The brush strokes are rough. Each features
human figures. These decisions place limits upon the vast array of possibilities open to
Picasso. He might have considered many other ways to go but, ultimately, he constrained
those options, resulting in a unified look and feel to this body of work. He was operating
inside a box, but a box of his own choosing.
4

In Picasso’s Analytical Cubist period, however, he’s working within a different box, employing
a whole new set of rules, as you see below. Now the color palette is essentially golden. Gone
are the realistic figures, replaced with geometric abstractions.
Examples abound in all the arts, and in the sciences too.
Before Copernicus, for example, the fundamental rule of
cosmology was that the earth was at the center of the universe.
This “box” lasted for over 1500 years for the simple reason
that, overall, it made sense, offering relatively accurate
predictions of planetary motion.
Only with the invention of the telescope, when serious
anomalies were uncovered, did the box start to fall apart.
Once again, however, what replaced it was not boundless
creative possibilities, but a new box placing the sun at the
center of the universe. This new foundational constraint,
and all of its implications, led to a new story—coherent,
intelligible and useful—that helps us understand the universe
and our place within it, and has also led to numerous
practical advances down here on earth.
Now, it would be silly for us to accuse Picasso of being
less than creative in that, in his Blue Period, he included
only a subset of all the possible colors, brush strokes and
subject matter available. Or that the heliocentric model
imposes repressive constraints on all the ways we might
imagine the universe could be.
But that, unfortunately, is the subtext of a great deal of
conventional wisdom about creativity and why it is often
associated with the wacky, zany or out-of-control.
Many fail to understand this key creative principle: rather
than being creativity’s worst enemy, limits are actually its
very best friend.
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NO BOX = NO MEANING

Perhaps the best illustration of the importance of in-the-box thinking comes from the
majority of PowerPoint presentations we each encounter in our daily business routines.
We’ve all witnessed these kinds of reports. They’re filled to the brim with bullet points. Overflowing with charts and graphs. Jam-packed with data.
And we know how dreadfully unsatisfying they can be. Why is this so? After all, the data is
accurate and comprehensive, much of it might be noteworthy, and the charts and graphs can
only help in our communications.
But what exactly are we communicating? And that’s the whole point. What central theme, or
idea, or assertion are we making with this data? To what use can we put it? What, if
anything, does it mean?
The problem with so many presentations like this is not that they fail to think “outside the
box,” but that they are in no box at all. Rather, they merely set forth a list of data points without an intelligible structure framing them in a simple, memorable and meaningful way. When
was the last time you read a novel or watched a movie comprised of a list of important items?
A list of data points, no matter how important, does not make a story. It’s the box, the framing
of and connection between the data points, that creates the story.
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CREATIVE THINKING IS ABOUT BUILDING THE RIGHT BOX
If we want to translate our data into something
of genuine value, creative thinking is there to
help. That entails coming up with what one
might call a frame, or a big idea, or a lens
or, shall we say, a box that, for the time
being, privileges certain data over other
data, puts limits on what data we include
and what we put to the side, focusing our
attention on the most relevant story the
data can tell us right now.
Building the right box will most likely
require the kind of divergent thinking
explained earlier. We’ll probably need
to generate a lot of ideas, or even half-baked
ideas. We’ll play with those ideas, pushing them
from all directions, examining them inside-out and
outside-in, hoping to see if they express patterns or
associations within the data. And when we begin to
connect the dots and see patterns, perhaps those can
be included within a larger frame, a bigger box.
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SOME SUCCESSFUL BOXES IN MARKET RESEARCH
To make this exploration even more concrete, let’s take a look at a few successful examples of
in-the-box thinking in market research.
“Sanity” As A Box
Imagine being tasked to uncover insights about the relationship between stay-at-home
moms and snacks for their kids in Middle America, and to deliver a brief video report. Seems
simple enough, but also imagine the remit being no more specific than that. In the language
we’re using here, we lacked even the beginnings of a box within which we could deliver
something meaningful.

Nonetheless, we prepared an open-ended discussion guide, flew David Intrator out to the
Midwest, hired a camera crew and engaged in a number of in-home interviews with friendship
groups of stay-at-home moms.
David knew that with such a broad remit, he had to find a box; some structure in which the
information he’d receive would make sense. With little to guide what, exactly, David was looking
for, he engaged the groups in the kind of discursive, imaginative thinking mentioned earlier,
the kind traditionally associated with creativity. Everything under the sun was discussed. Within
this “mess” of a discussion, something interesting emerged. As the moms discussed the
difficulties of bringing up young children, they started talking about how “insane” it all was.
Giving their kids the right snack at the right moment, the moms surmised, could provide
them with a breather of sorts, enabling them to collect their thoughts, calm down, and in the
long-term, be better moms overall.
The final video report used the concept of sanity as a box to frame a number of insights and
turned what could have been a messy clip-film relating insights in all directions into a genuine
story with a valuable point. The box is the connective tissue that holds together the numerous
facts that otherwise would exist simply as a list of insights. It’s the difference between data
and meaning.
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Changing A Box’s Shape Ever So Slightly To Reveal Something New

Unlike the previous example in which the study began with no box at all, requiring one
to be built from scratch, here we have a situation where the thinking about a category was
firmly entrenched within a box. But an anomaly in the data led to changing its dimensions in a
subtle way, with significant implications. It’s worth noting that what we are talking about here
is similar, though admittedly on a far less grand scale, to how the arrival of new data changed
the box in which cosmology existed, discussed earlier.
RTi had been tasked to explore the luxury travel market. There was already a conventional
wisdom, a box that had been reinforced repeatedly in the industry press: luxury travelers were
thinking more in experiential rather than materialistic terms. They preferred to be engaged
in significant experiences rather than be surrounded by luxurious things. And, in particular,
they wanted those experiences to be authentic, meaning something that brought them into
contact with local cultures which they understood to possess a more genuine way of living
and a less commercial outlook on life.
After performing a robust quantitative study, the data seemed to confirm the existing
paradigm. Luxury travelers were, indeed, looking for authentic experiences and cared far
less about the traditional trappings of luxury in terms of plush surroundings or opportunities
for high-end shopping.
But one data point struck us as odd. The attributes normally associated with authentic
experience, namely, getting into the local culture and its people, scored lower than expected.
On top of that, we knew that luxury resort stays were on the rise.
So we got into some divergent, imaginative thinking to try to uncover another way to think
about the luxury travel market that would make sense of the all the data before us.
What we struck upon was something simple, subtle and significant. Whereas luxury travel had
been understood as going somewhere, it was really about getting away. Contact with foreign
cultures was not really the point. Instead, it was about withdrawing from the pressures of the
modern networked world to revitalize relationships with friends, family and oneself. True luxury
was the ability to escape.
With this in mind, we saw that findings from other aspects of the study, not directly related to
authentic experience, now worked within the new box we had created. Just a slight change in
the framing had brought an entirely new understanding.
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Thinking Outside Of The Data To Think Inside A Box

RTi had been tasked to explore new positioning and branding opportunities for a food
brand that was trailing in the market. Interestingly, in a large quantitative study we conducted,
across a number of parameters, this product scored nearly equal to its competitors, even the
category leader. So what did this mean, if anything?
We could have recommended that, since the data showed theoretical parity with its
competitors, our brand simply needed to invest more in advertising to raise awareness. But
we thought there was a more creative solution if we just worked a little harder, and thought
more creatively.
So we got into a divergent mode of thinking, making a mess as it were, generating all sorts
of ideas as to what kind of opportunity could be lurking in the data.
Then we “cleaned up our mess,” honing in on one particular data point. The dominant usage
influencer was “natural.” This was the first dimension of our box and it begged the question:
Did any of our product’s competitors own the natural position?
Now we looked outside of the data set that had emerged from the research into publicly
available data (i.e., the websites, advertising and marketing materials that the competition was
deploying.) And, lo and behold, no one was grabbing the natural position. A huge
opportunity was sitting out there, waiting to be leveraged. This added more dimensions to the
box. We would own “natural,” in particular, “all-natural.” But the creative thinking didn’t stop
there. We also knew that 43% of the market were Millennials. And that this target held specific
cultural values, especially with regard to friendship and community.
So we saw a chance to make “natural” mean more than natural ingredients. It could also refer
to “natural friendships” and a “natural sense of community.” This added a youthful vibe to our
brand and distinguished it clearly from the category leader.
Our box had really taken shape. And it provided the framework for a highly substantive
and engaging video that supported our deck and led our client to adopt the position
we recommended.
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A FINAL THOUGHT: LIMITS SET YOU FREE
What we’ve tried to do here is dispel the myth that creativity is all about “thinking outside the
box.” For sure, it’s about divergent thinking, spontaneity and imagination. But that’s only one
side of the equation. The other, and possibly even more important, side is discovering the
value of limits: limits you can place upon your ideas, which can then form the dimensions of a
conceptual box that provides focus, intelligibility and meaning to your solution.
Moreover, working within constraints actually makes the creative process easier. So often people become overwhelmed by the universe of possibilities open to them. They get stuck in the
“mess” they have created.
By defining and then thinking within a box rather than brainstorming about everything, one
can narrow his or her creative energies into brainstorming about a specific thing, or set of
things, step-by-step. Paradoxically, and perhaps completely counter-intuitively to many, such
constraints have the effect of liberating one’s creative potential.
So whether you’re creating a report, a video, developing a new methodology or conceiving of
an improved business model, we suggest you do it creatively.
Think outside the existing box all you want as long as you remember to create a new,
hopefully more meaningful, box you can work within.
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